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Leveraging the Value of Policy Governance®
Experience-Based Practical Tips

By Jannice Moore
Over the years I have received calls
from boards that do not feel Policy
Governance® is “working” for them,
and they are considering dropping or
“modifying” it. Why does this happen? While I do not claim to have an
exhaustive list of reasons, there are two
major causes underlying much of this
dissatisfaction: lack of understanding
of the theory behind the principles, and
lack of practical strategies for how to
apply the model’s principles.
Let’s
look at some common situations, along
with some tips based on years of experience to help your board avoid or
overcome them.

Being Kept in the Dark

A concern often voiced by boards is
that they are not receiving what they
consider sufficient information about
operations. This concern may stem
from one or more of several causes: (a)
accepting monitoring reports that do
not actually provide evidence of compliance with a reasonable interpretation
of policies; (b) not knowing how to
effectively use external monitoring and
direct inspection monitoring as alternatives or in addition to internal monitoring reports from the CEO, or (c) mistakenly believing that when using Pol-

icy Governance the board is not permitted to ask any questions about operations.
The first two causes of concern can be
addressed by clearly understanding the
principles related to monitoring and
implementing a rigorous monitoring
process. The principles include the
following concepts:
Monitoring is rigorous, but based
only on policy criteria that have
been previously specified.
The CEO is given the freedom to
make any reasonable interpretation
of Ends and Executive Limitations
policies, but that freedom comes
with the requirement to provide
rationale sufficient to convince the
board that the interpretation is in
fact reasonable.
The CEO is expected to provide
measurable evidence of having
achieved a reasonable interpretation of Ends, and avoided a reasonable interpretation of Executive
Limitations.
In addition to monitoring reports
received from the CEO, the board
may choose to use an external report or do a direct inspection of
data in order to determine compliance with policies.
Often I find boards who do not feel
they are receiving adequate information
have been accepting inadequate monitoring reports. Here are a few of the
most common problems: *
Interpretations that have a lot of
nice words and definitions, but do
not include the metrics that will
demonstrate compliance.
Interpretations that do not include
rationale sufficient to convince the
board they are reasonable.

“Trust-me” statements without
actual evidence of compliance.
“Data dumps” that obscure the real
information the board requires to
assess policy compliance.
Activity reports instead of evidence of achievement of Ends.

The primary focus should
be on Ends, thus not
spending time unnecessisarily on means.
Well-written monitoring reports should
provide all the information boards require to determine whether a reasonable
interpretation of their policies has been
made. In addition, the options of obtaining an external report or conducting
a direct inspection are available to provide further certainty of policy compliance. Here are a few ideas to consider:
If the board has any concern about
the veracity of a monitoring report
from the CEO, verifying the evidence using either an external report or direct inspection is appropriate.
Even if there is no concern at all
about monitoring information,
many boards periodically choose
one or more policies for an external report or direct inspection, simply as a measure of due diligence.
If the CEO knows the board may
choose to do this at any time, it can
remove the temptation to “fudge”
on data.
When using one of these alternate
methods, the board still requires
the CEO’s interpretation of the
policy. The first step is then to
determine as a board whether the
interpretation is reasonable. Alter-

nately, the board may request
the external party doing the
report to provide an expert
opinion of whether the interpretation is reasonable, and use
that as part of its decision
about reasonableness.
If using an external party, it
needs to be made clear that the
basis for the report is the
board’s policy, reasonably
interpreted by the CEO, not the
standards of the external party.
The third concern can be addressed
by understanding that other than
personal information protected by
privacy legislation, there is no operational information the board
cannot see, if the board as a body
(not individual board members)
determines that there is a need to
see it. This understanding should
not be taken as licence to keep the
CEO and staff occupied providing
reports about operational means for
the board, but rather as assurance
that, should the board consider it
necessary to see operational information, just to be aware of it, a
CEO never has the right to say,
“That’s operational, so it’s none of
your business.”
The principlebased concepts underlying this understanding are several: (a) The
board is ultimately accountable to
the “moral owners” for everything
about the organization; (b) the primary focus of the board should be
on Ends, thus it should not unnecessarily spend time on means other
than first to ensure it has solid Executive Limitations policies addressing imprudent or unethical
means, and to seek monitoring assurance that those means have been
avoided; (c) a well-structured
monitoring process should provide
real data on both achievement of
Ends and compliance with Executive Limitations policies; (d) there
may be areas related to means that
the board chooses to be kept aware
of, even though decisions in those
areas belong to the CEO, and the
board can be specific about those
areas in its policies; (e) “incidental”
information obtained in (d) above is
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not subject to monitoring. It is model – they are simply strategies
for effective application of princistrictly for the board’s awareness.
ples.
Do require monitoring reports
Focus on the Rear-view
to be provided in written form,
Mirror: Fixation on Moniwell in advance of the meeting.
toring
Do expect each board member
It is very common to see boards
to do his or her “homework,”
spending hours of board meeting
having read the reports prior to
time on monitoring. It is easy to
the meeting and assessed them,
understand why that leads to a
determining if the report prosense of stagnation and not “getting
vides a reasonable interpretaanywhere.” While I would be the
tion and evidence of complifirst to say monitoring is very imance with that interpretation.
portant to ensure accountability of
Do not provide time on the
the CEO – in fact, I have written
agenda for the CEO to
extensively about monitoring* –
“present” monitoring reports
monitoring should not be the focus
verbally. They should be selfof the board meetings. Spending a
sufficient. Listening to the
significant amount of meeting time
CEO talk about what has allooking at the past (because moniready been provided in writing
toring is about what has already
is not productive use of time.
happened) wastes valuable time
Do not call for “any questions
when the board is together, time
about the monitoring reports.”
that could be spent much more proThat provides an opening for
ductively considering futurethe board to wander around in
oriented subjects that will allow the
operations, asking questions
board to set direction. Spending
that are irrelevant to determinyour time and resources to learn
ing whether or not a reasonable
Policy Governance® and then deinterpretation of the policy has
voting precious meeting hours
been achieved.
looking in the rear-view mirror
does not allow you to realize the
Do not walk through the monitrue impact of using the model.
toring report item by item.
Instead, try the following approach:
a)
Ask if any board member
believes that a reasonable
interpretation of policy has
not been made, or that there
is inadequate evidence of
compliance with that interpretation.
b)
If so, ask the board member
to briefly provide reasons for
that assessment. This allows
Yes, you need to check the rearthe entire board to hear the
view mirror periodically, but most
concern, and reflect on
of your focus needs to be forward.
whether it is shared.
c)
Then ask who else agrees
The board should monitor rigorwith that assessment. If less
ously, against policy criteria it has
than a majority of board
previously set. As noted earlier, this
members agree, move on.
is a principle of the model. HowThere is no point in spending
ever, there are effective ways to
further time on something
monitor that take a minimal amount
that a majority of board
of board meeting time. Here are
members agree is already
some practical tips.” Please note
acceptable.
that these are not principles of the d)
If a majority of board mem-

e)

bers agree either the interpretation is unreasonable, or
there is inadequate evidence
of compliance, ask only this
question: “When do we expect compliance?”
(In a
good monitoring report, if
the CEO has reported noncompliance, there will already be a date in the report
by when the CEO expects
compliance can be achieved;
in that case the board simply
needs to agree with that time
frame, or specify a different
one.) There is no value
added in board discussion on
what the interpretation
should say instead, or, as I’ve
sometimes seen, motions to
“amend” the monitoring report.
The report is the
CEO’s, and the CEO is the
only one to make any reasonable interpretation, so using
board meeting time in this
way is counter-productive.
To provide a record of the
board’s due diligence, document the result of the board’s
decision regarding the monitoring report by a motion in
the minutes.
If you are
monitoring several policies
in the same meeting, for efficiency, consider one motion
for all monitoring reports.
Do consider whether you can
address a majority of monitoring assessment entirely outside
the meeting. I know many
boards that handle the entire
process using email, a secure
board website, or a technology
such as OurBoardroom , custom-designed for Policy Governance boards.

Approaching monitoring in the way
described above results in very
minimal use of board meeting time
with your eyes on the rear-view
mirror, freeing that time to focus on
consideration of the future.

Riding the Policy Review
Merry-Go-Round

While it is important to keep policies current, many boards spend far

more time than necessary routinely
reviewing the content of policies,
instead of focusing on future, Endsrelated issues. Sometimes a board
can take the well-intentioned advice of a consultant to extremes.
Here is an example. Because most
boards implementing Policy Governance initially develop their policies in a concentrated time period
over several intensive days, I generally encourage them to set up a
schedule during the first year of
using the model, to review the content of those policies one more
time, to ensure they have considered all of the relevant aspects.
Occasionally, boards then assume
they should review every policy
every year. While there is nothing
inherently wrong with this approach, it means that a significant
amount of board meeting time is
devoted to “routine” policy review,
leaving little time for Ends-related
information and dialogue. There is
no “right” frequency for policy
review, other than that review
should be sufficiently frequent to
assure that policies are current and
remain relevant. However, experience has shown that a policy review cycle of every two to four
years (for all except Ends policies)
is generally adequate. There is
some wisdom in matching the
length of the cycle to the length of
the term for board members. For
instance, if your board term is three
years, and your review cycle is
three years, every board member
gets to participate in the review of
every policy. Whatever your decision about the frequency of routine
policy review, the board always
retains the right to review and

amend a policy at any time it feels
is necessary, even if it is out of the
routine review sequence. It is quite
common for the need for policy
amendment to surface when a policy is being monitored, as the careful consideration of the policy
meaning done during the monitoring assessment can bring lack of
clarity in a policy to light.
If your board has the feeling it is
doing nothing but “reviewing policies” it might be time to get off the
“policy review merry-go-round,”
discuss how often you really need
to review policies, and allocate a
greater proportion of your time to
focusing on Ends. General wisdom
is that because Ends should be the
board’s primary focus, they should
be reviewed at least annually, with
some information related to Ends as
a significant portion of each board
meeting.

Decisions Divorced From
Policies
Sometimes a board will tell me,
“We have policies, but we don’t
really use them.” This statement is
usually a symptom of decisions that
are made without reference to existing policies. One of the benefits of
using Policy Governance is that all
of the board’s authoritative decisions can be found in one place. If
the discipline of relating all decisions to policies is not maintained,
policies soon become outdated and
are no longer a useful source of
information about board pronouncements. If the policies contain only some of the board’s decisions, while others can be found
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only by going back to the minutes
of board meetings, one can never
be sure whether the policies “say it
all.” Further, compliance with
board decisions that are not documented as policies cannot be readily monitored.
There is a simple solution to this
problem. Again, note this is not a
principle, but a practical way to
implement a principle.
a) Construct board agendas so
that each item requiring a decision is connected to a specific
policy or policies.
b) Begin the discussion on an
item by reviewing what the
board has already said in the
relevant policy.
c) After discussion, ask what, if
anything, in the policy, needs
to be amended.

term reserves” – a decision for
which some boards choose to retain
authority – would not appear as a
policy, because it is associated with
a one-time action.

Xerox Governance

In this day of computer –generated
documents, the photocopier is becoming less important. However,
most of us still understand the lack
of integrity that results when one
receives a “copy of a copy of a
copy.” Unfortunately, all too often,
boards that claim to use Policy
Governance are operating with a
second, third, or fourth-generation
copy of the real thing. New board
members join. Their orientation to
the model is scanty, non-existent,
or conducted by someone on the
board who did not have a thorough
grasp of the model to begin with.
The new members do not have an
understanding of why the board
decided to use the model, do not
have a good understanding of the
principles, and usually do not understand that the principles form a
system and must be used together.
They become frustrated because
this method of governing is not
what they are used to, and no one
can clearly answer their questions
as to why things are done this way.
So after a period of dissatisfaction,
they agitate to stop using the
model.

For example, suppose the agenda
item is about the prudent amount of
long-term reserves that should be
maintained. The agenda would
show this item was related to an
Executive Limitations policy about
protection of assets. The board
would begin by reviewing what it
has already said in that policy. The
result of the discussion might be a
motion, “To amend the Asset Protection Policy by adding item x,
‘The CEO shall not allow longterm reserves to fall below $xxx.’”
The board’s decision is now incorporated into the policy, and is readily monitored. Contrast this to the
alternative, where the board’s decision is simply recorded in the minutes as “Moved that the long-term
reserves shall be maintained at no
less than $xxx.” In the latter case, The best cure for this malady is
the existing policy does not contain prevention. Here are a few practiall board expectations regarding cal suggestions:
asset protection, the decision can be
Let prospective board memreadily “lost” in the minutes, and it
bers know how the board does
is unlikely to be monitored.
its work, and why it has chosen
this method, so that the govThere is one exception to the recernance method is not a surommended practice above. If a
prise to them.
board decision requires only a oneArrange for regular, thorough
time action, it does not make sense
orientation of new board memto amend a policy. For example, a
bers to how the model works,
decision about assets such as, “To
as early as possible in their
transfer $xxx from fiscal year 2011
tenure. Choose from a variety
-2012 operating surplus to longof possible ways of doing this,
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including scheduling a custom
workshop with a qualified consultant, sending new members
out to sessions led by qualified
consultants, providing access
to written materials explaining
the model, and/or accessing on
-line training,
Engage a “coach” to help your
board stay on track in applying
the principles of the model to
best advantage.

Filling the Vacuum – “What
Do We Do Now?”

It is common to find boards that
have developed their policies, are
monitoring regularly, and even are
connecting their decisions to policies. They are refraining from interfering in operational areas they
have delegated to the CEO, but
now find themselves faced with a
vacuum. “We know what we are
not supposed to do, but what should
we do instead?” they ask. As we
know, a vacuum does not remain
unfilled for long. Either such a
board will revert to operational
involvement, or it will become dissatisfied with Policy Governance as
its operating system. The cause of
this discontent is based on having
missed a key benefit of the model.
By creating clear boundaries within
which the CEO can handle operations, and monitoring to ensure
those boundaries are maintained,
the board has freed up the time it
used to spend in this area. That
time can, and should, now be spent
examining Ends-related matters.
Here are some of the ways in which
the board can focus its new-found
time, to provide future-oriented
direction:
Develop a plan for on-going
linkage with your moral owners. Include who you will connect with to obtain a representative picture of the perspectives and values of your owners, what questions you will
address with them, and what
method(s) you will use.**
Implement the plan. Some of
the activities may occur during
board meeting time, while others will be more appropriate to

complete between board meetings.
Identify Ends-related areas in
which the board needs to enrich its knowledge base – to
better understand the environment in which your organization operates and will operate
in the future, expert perspectives on possibilities, and the
relevance of the direction you
are setting.
Conduct “big picture” or “blue
sky” sessions to spark creative
thinking. Focus them on potential areas of impact your
organization could make,
rather than on the means of
getting there.
Deliberate on the findings from
your connection with owners
and your future-oriented education, and what impact they
may have on your Ends.
Consider periodically (usually
on an annual cycle) what
changes, if any, should be
made to your Ends based on
what you have learned.

Jannice Moore, President of The Governance Coach™
has over thirty years experience as a manager, planner,
consultant and educator and has studied directly with Dr.
John Carver. She has assisted hundreds of boards in a
variety of fields to implement the Policy Governance
model. She has a Masters degree in Health Services
Administration from the University of Alberta. Jan is
author of the book Governance for Health System Trustees, published by the CHA Press, as well as the Policy
Governance Toolkit series, and is a regular author in
Board Leadership, published by Jossey-Bass. She is
past Chair of the board of the International Policy Governance® Association and Chair of the board of Wycliffe
Canada.

The Governance Coach™ is proud
to be a Platinum Sponsor.

I encourage you to examine your
board’s function. If you find yourself dissatisfied with your application of Policy Governance, consider
whether any of the tips above could
help you to enhance the value that
you can reap from using this model.
Use it to help you lead with excellence, to enrich your decisionmaking processes, and to do the
best job possible of governing on
behalf of your owners. Don’t be
satisfied with discontent. Maximize the value of the model.
*For a fuller treatment of monitoring,
see Meaningful Monitoring, available
at www.governancecoach.com
**For further practical tips on ownership linkage see Connect: A Guide to
Ownership Linkage., available at
www.governancecoach.com
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An Introduction to Policy Governance®
October 15, 2012

Saskatoon, SK
Radisson Hotel
9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.

Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M. Lunch provided.

Who Should Attend?

New board members or executives of a board using Policy Governance, to help you get “up to
speed” with the governance process used by your board.
Board members or executives of an organization not currently using Policy Governance,
who would like to know more about how it works.

Board members or executives of an organization using Policy Governance, who would like a
“refresher” to better understand the model.
Staff members who provide administrative support to a board using Policy Governance.

At the conclusion of this one-day workshop …
Participants will have a clear understanding of the principles of John Carver’s Policy Governance®
model. This will include understanding:
The major components of the job of governing and the accountability of the board
Why the board’s primary focus should be the organization’s long-term results and how to
maintain that focus in practice
How the board can clearly delegate to hold executive staff accountable
The concept of monitoring the CEO’s compliance with policies
The different types of information a board needs and being clear about expectations
How to structure the board and its committees to govern most effectively
How to structure board agendas so that the board controls its own agenda and uses it as a
method of governing proactively.

“This session provided a
good “over-all”
understanding of Policy
Governance® - the
networking was great!”
- Participant

Join us for an informative and educational
seminar !
Contact the Radisson Hotel at 1-800-333-3333
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance
Coach Workshop

Register by September 1 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $400
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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®

Advanced Policy Governance
Application
October 16, 2012 Saskatoon, SK
9:00 A.M.—4:00 P.M. Networking breakfast at 8:30 A.M.

Who Should Attend?

Board members, Board Chairs, CEO’s and administrative staff
who want an in-depth look at advanced application

The Power of Monitoring

Monitoring provides a powerful mechanism for the board to control
without micromanaging. This advanced session on monitoring will
feature the opportunity to do “hands-on” work with monitoring reports.

Here’s why you should attend if you write monitoring reports! You will learn:
What should be included in a monitoring report for
Ends
What should be included in a monitoring report for
Executive Limitations
What should not be included in monitoring reports
and why
How to write a good interpretation
What constitutes evidence in a monitoring report
Tips on how to save time in writing monitoring
reports

If you are a board member who assesses monitoring reports, you will learn:
What to look for in an interpretation
What to look for in evidence
What should be included when engaging an external
monitor
When and how to appropriately do ‘direct inspection’
Tips on how to save time when assessing monitoring reports
How to document the board’s decisions about
monitoring reports
How monitoring reports and CEO evaluations connect

“I have been working with “Carver” for several

years, but now I actually feel like I understand
the whole system!”
- Board Chair

If you are a board member, CEO, or administrative
staff member who supports board function, you
will learn:
What to do if your board has put policies in place, and
is saying “So what do we do now?”
What to do if your board is feeling “stuck in the
mechanics” of Policy Governance, rather than
using the model as a tool to govern well
What to do if your board has policies in place, and is
now feeling complacent
How to reap the real value of the Policy Governance
model by moving to a whole new level of governance
How to apply the principles of the model effectively to
provide future-focused leadership for your organization
Tools and tips for creating agendas that will help your
board set the course for an organization that is healthy
and viable not just today and tomorrow, but for the long
term future
What to do with the information you get
What to do with the information you gather in ownership linkage
How to support your board’s agenda effectively by providing the right kinds of information

Contact the Radisson Hotel 1– 800-333-3333
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance Coach Workshop

Register by September 1 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $400
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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Whose Job is it Anyway?
Recently a friend of mine shared a
frustrating experience he had at
work. He is a consultant for a large
company, working in the area of
team development. He was asked
by one of the organization’s departments to lead a day of team building. As part of his preparation to
construct his work effectively, he
met with a representative group of
that department to gain an understanding of the issues. After spending an hour with that group, he
summarized their issues and the
intended outcome. The group
agreed he had understood the issues
and direction.

My friend said, “Great, I’ll take this
and create an agenda and activities
for the day that support your outcomes.” The manager of the Department replied, “That won’t be
necessary, we’ve done that work
already, we’d just like you to facilitate the day for us.”
Can you imagine his frustration?
Here he is, skilled in his field and
thinking he’s being engaged to
bring his expertise to bear – only to
find out they simply wanted his
time and not his expertise. Due to
his job requirements, he was unable
to refuse the work and had to go
along with the day, knowing that he
was setting himself up to potentially fail, with a high possibility
for the Department to be in a worse
place than before.
Unfortunately, this is a scenario far
too often played out in the board
room. The board expects certain
results from the CEO, but is not
prepared to let the CEO use his or
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her expertise to choose the most
appropriate means of achieving
them. However, the board often
wants to hold the CEO accountable
for the results.

By Andrew Bergen

This work includes 1) Ownership
Linkage, 2) The creation of the
broadest policies within which the
management can then operate
(Ends and Executive Limitations),
and the creation of policies describOne area where I’ve seen this in ing the board’s own function and
particular is the confusion that lies processes, and 3) Monitoring.
around the tasks of Fundraising or
Political Influence. Many boards Should the board decide to make
will intuitively assume that these the outcomes of fundraising (or any
two areas of operations belong to other task) its own responsibility,
the board. This may indeed be the there are a few things to consider.
case and can be completely consis- First, the board should list in a poltent with the Policy Governance® icy such as “Board Job Contributions” that it is accepting the job of
model despite the fact that these
fundraising as its own. While doing
activities are operational means.
this, it should also clearly outline
They are means because they are
the procedures and boundaries that
clearly not Ends. Ends always conthe board will hold itself accounttain at least one of these three eleable to while performing this job.
ments: 1) an intended outcome, 2)
Without clear procedures outlined
for a particular beneficiary, 3) at a
ahead of time, it becomes all too
specified cost or value. Everything
easy to accept any action in this
else is “means.”
area as acceptable. "Wasteful conflict about the roles of the board (or
Fundraising is a means to create or
its fundraising committee) and the
support the attainment of the speciCEO (or the CEO’s director of defied outcomes in Ends. However,
velopment) can be reduced or perjust because it’s “means” does not
haps avoided by defining the job in
mean that it automatically belongs
terms of the expected result rather
to the CEO. Boards can choose to
take on some “means” and there are
ways of doing so that clarify expec- Ends always contain at
tations so that lines of accountabil- least one of these three
ity are clear. "If philanthropic fund- elements: 1) an intended
ing...or other areas are made board outcome, 2) for a particuresponsibilities, the board must lar beneficiary, 3) at a
organize itself to perform. . . . If the specified cost or value.
board wants the staff to carry out Everything
else
is
and be responsible for the outcome “means.”
of a specific task, then that task
should not be part of the board's
than the means used to attain that
job" (Carver, p. 207). A board that
result" (Carver, p. 200). Does the
doesn’t define to whom fundraising
board simply make contacts with
belongs runs the risk of the holding
the aim of philanthropy and leave
the CEO accountable for an action
to the staff the responsibility for
that the Board believes belongs to it
actually producing the money? Al– even though it has never explicternatively, is the board responsible
itly stated that belief.
for achieving the fundraising target
itself? Or is the board accepting
Before making the choice to accept
direct responsibility for something
any task as its own, the board
other than these options? The speshould first ask itself the following
cific “product” of the board’s work
question. Should the board even be
related to fundraising should be
responsible for fundraising? Fundspecified. Second, if desired, the
raising should only be taken on by
board can assign this job to a board
the Board if it does not distract
committee. If this is an option chofrom the real work of governing.

sen, then the expected result and
limits of authority should become
part of the Governance Process
policy that outlines which committees serve the Board.

Some of the outcomes the group
was hoping for were missed entirely. He sighed and mentioned it
had become a complete mess. I
asked him, "So who is responsible
for this?" The group leader had
A third step would be to specify in complained to my friend’s boss,
an Executive Limitations policy the who in turn expressed disappointrestrictions put on the CEO that ment with his performance..
would protect from any imprudence
or unethical action related to fund- In an instant it is clear to see that
raising. Executive Limitations poli- holding my friend responsible in
cies are all about what would be this case defies logic. The methods
unethical or imprudent for the CEO chosen to achieve a result were
to undertake as part of his or her taken away from him, yet he was
means. More specifically, a board held to task over the noncan state as a subsection of the Ex- accomplishment of the group's
e c u t i v e L i m i t a t i o n p o l i c y goal. Yet, far too often, boards do
“Communication and Support to the same thing with their CEO by
the Board” that the CEO shall not not clearly identifying up front who
take any actions or create any alli- is responsible for which results ances that interfere with or bias AND who gets to choose the means
pursuits that the board assumes for to achieve them. Should your board
itself in policy categories of Gov- wish to proceed down the path of
ernance Process and Board Man- retaining a means such as fundagement Delegation.” The board raising as part of its own job, do so
could then add a lower-level prohi- deliberately and clearly state the
bition such as “shall not initiate expectations at the start. This will
fundraising activities that are in- avoid the conflict that is possible
consistent with the board’s overall without this clarity.
fundraising strategy.” By doing so,
the board will clearly indicate to References:
whom belongs the responsibility Carver, John, Boards That Make a Difference, third edition, Jossey-Bass: San Franfor the achievement of the board’s cisco, 2006
fundraising goals. This will protect
the CEO from being unfairly held
accountable for any results the
board does or does not attain.
The importance of this limitation
becomes clear in comparison to the
experience of my friend mentioned
above. Should a board decide to
take on fundraising activities and
accountability for its results, it
would be unreasonable to assume
that it could also hold the CEO
accountable for achievement of
outcomes or compliance with limitations – because it hasn’t clarified
those unstated intentions in policy.
It is unreasonable to expect someone else to know the limits or expected accountability without
clearly stating them from the beginning.
I asked my friend after the meeting
that he facilitated how it went. His
frustration was immediately apparent. The meeting hadn't gone well.

..in your area!
As of this publication date,
a member of The Governance Coach
Team will be traveling to the following
areas in 2012:

June 4-7 Mistissini, QC
June 12 Edmonton, AB
June 13 Calgary, AB
June 14-15 Edmonton, AB
June 19 Weyburn, SK
June 20-24 Detroit, MI
August 8-9 Mistissini, QC
August 14 Toronto, ON
September 4-5 Regina, SK
September 9-12 Cape Cod, MA
September 13 Edmonton, AB
September 18 Mistissini, QC
September 24 Halifax, NS
September 28 Thompson, MB
October 6-9 Toronto, ON
October 11-12 Edmonton, AB
October 15-18 Saskatoon, SK
Open Workshops!

October 20 Princeton, NJ
October 23-25 Montreal, QC
October 29 Edmonton, AB
November 15-18 Toronto, ON
November 20-22 Mistissini, QC
December 11-13 Mistissini, QC

Andrew Bergen was personally trained
in the theory and implementation of
Policy Governance® by John and
Miriam Carver at the Policy Governance Academy. He is the operator of
team building and life coaching business. He has been a Member of the
Saskatchewan Association of Human
Resource Professionals with 18 years
experience as an educator from High
School to University in Canada, the
United States and Russia. Andrew is an
Associate Consultant of The Governance Coach™, He can be reached at
Andrew@governancecoach.com.

Share the cost of expenses!
If your company or organization would
like to hold a Policy Governance®
workshop or meet with
a member of the Governance
Coach™ team while they are in
your area, please contact:

Marian Hamilton
Executive Assistant

Tel: (403) 720-6282
Fax: (403) 720-8746
Email:
marian@governancecoach.com
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Policy Governance® and Administration:

Behind the Scenes
of a Successful Board
October 17-18, 2012
9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.

Radisson Hotel, Saskatoon, SK

Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M. Lunch provided.
Contact the Radisson Hotel at 1-800-333-3333
for special accommodation rates:
quote The Governance Coach

Who Should Attend?

Executive Assistants, Board Secretaries, Board Assistants and other Administrative
Staff who wish to successfully support and enhance their board’s activities.

Discover the relevance of specific Policy Governance principles for your supporting role!
Your Backstage Role in Policy Governance smoothes the way for a board to govern effectively, rather
than focus on the details of the processes.
Boards with administrative support staff who themselves have a solid understanding of Policy
Governance®, and who proactively handle the logistical details of policy housekeeping, governancefriendly board materials, and agenda detail are much more effective in using the model. This
two-day workshop will teach you how to:
Master the details of policy housekeeping
Loved all the teaching tools and
Support the board’s linkage with owners
the variety of interaction and
Simplify processes for monitoring the CEO
Help the board stay out of the kitchen
lecture. There was so much good
Support the board’s agenda planning process more effectively
content, I will have to come
Support the board’s development and self-evaluation
back!”
- Participant
Create a governance information system to support the board’s work
Participants receive a reference manual that includes practical tools for agenda planning, managing board documents, supporting the board in monitoring, self-evaluation and more !
Here’s what past participants have to say about this workshop:
“I think I finally get Policy Governance® !

Contact us for a Full Brochure!
Register by September 1 for the Super
Early-Bird Rate: $800
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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Beautiful Downtown Saskatoon
with lots of shopping and theatre!

Policy Governance® Online
The Best-Fit
Board Member
Matrix™ Downloadable!

The Best-Fit Board Member Matrix™ is a tool to
use when your board is recruiting new candidates
for membership. This tool provides a simple
method for your board to compare candidates
based on your own customized criteria. It provides
a listing and description of characteristics to consider when recruiting and selecting new board
members for your board.
The Best-Fit Board Member Matrix™ allows your
board to add or delete specific characteristics that
are important to you, and also to determine as a
board the relative importance of each characteristic.
Available for $35 online
www.governancecoach.com.

REALBoard
Online Learning™

The Best-Fit
BoardBuilder™
Downloadable!
The Best-Fit Board Builder™ will assist your board
in assessing new candidates for your board. While it
can be used by itself, it is most effectively used with
The Best-Fit Board Member Matrix™. The Builder
provides a “bank” of interview questions related to
the board member characteristics you selected from
the Matrix as most important for your board members to possess.
Rather than focusing on “hard” skills such as financial literacy and business experience, this tool provides questions to assess characteristics such as
passion for the mission, systems perspective, critical
thinking, and ability to function as an effective member of the board team, which are not commonly
found in interview tools.
The Best-Fit Board
Builder™ is available in a downloadable format and
includes a Word format document that allows you to
easily select the questions you desire and print out
an interview and scoring guide for them.
Available for $99 online at
www.governancecoach.com.

Click on Estore!

Online, interactive learning modules… an instant Policy Governance ® introduction for new or prospective board members in 15-20 minute web-accessible segments conveniently available in real-time.
Audio clips explain key concepts and each module features interactive questions to test your understanding. Topics include Boards and Owners, Policy Sizes and Interpretation, Monitoring, Empowerment through Limitations, and other aspects of the principles of the model.
The Online Modules are also great for any board member as a refresher on the basics of Policy Governance®. Visit www.governancecoach.com for a free, hands-on demonstration and just follow the
links on this introductory module. Available as a one-year board subscription for all board and executive staff or as an individual subscription with unlimited access for one year.
It’s easy to get started. Simply contact us by email at marian@governancecoach.com and your board
will have access to cost-effective continued learning.

Staff Changes at The Governance Coach™
The Governance Coach™ is pleased to welcome Natalya Derkach to our
head office. A recent business graduate of Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, Natalya will be assuming the role of administrative assistant. She
can be contacted by email at Natalya@governancecoach.com.
Lee-Ann Charron, who has served as our administrative assistant for the past
three years will be moving across the country to a new position. We thank
her for her dedicated service and wish her all the best in the future.
Natalya D
erkach
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REALBoard Tool Kits™
c
Poli
Introducing Volume 4:
Our newest Tool Kit!

Special Offers !

Future-Focused Agendas

Four Volume Set— A set of one copy of each
tool Kit Save 20% over individual prices
$99.99
Just

One of the most important contributions a governing board can make is providing clear direction about organizational purpose. This book will
provide you with details, tips and tools to make
your board meetings “future-focused” in a way
that will keep your organization relevant in a
rapidly changing world.
$34.99 each

Multiple-Copy Discounts!
Purchase 8 or more of any Tool Kit and
receive a complimentary CD of the Tools!
Meaningful Monitoring: 8 at $19.99 each plus CD
Board Self Evaluation: 8 at $24.99 each plus CD
Connect! A Guide to Ownership Linkage : 8 at $24.99
each plus CD
Future-Focused Agendas 8 at $ 24.99 each plus CD

PGIQ! ™

A challenging, fun game

Connect!
A Guide to Ownership Linkage”
Tool Kit Volume 3

Ownership linkage is critical to the board’s key
accountability of determining on behalf of owners,
what the organization is to produce. Learn to develop a perpetual ownership linkage plan as a
component of sustainable use of Policy Governance®.
$34.99 each

Reinforce your understanding of Policy Governance®
principles and their application with a stimulating
“jeopardy” style game. Teams of board members
compete to answer questions from basic concepts to
challenging applications in areas such as monitoring,
owner linkage, ends, delegation and limitations. May
be played as a board game or visually displayed with
PowerPoint version, included on CD.
$95

Governance for Health
System Trustees
A Policy Governance® book
that relates especially to the
health industry. By Jannice
Moore
$34.99 each

“Board Self-Evaluation”
Tool Kit Volume 2: 2nd Edition

Address the real-life questions about board selfevaluation using practical tips, samples and a variety
of tools. Make board self-evaluation a meaningful way
to ensure your board’s continuous improvement.
$34.99 each

Meaningful Monitoring”
Tool Kit Volume 1: 2nd Edition

Monitoring is critical to the board’s ability to be
accountable to owners. This book is designed to
address “real life” questions about the process
of monitoring the CEO. How does a board attend
to this important task without spending undue time
doing so?
$29.99 each

Calgary, Alberta T2Z 2P5
Phone 403.720.6282 Fax 403.720.8746
jannice@governancecoach.com www.governancecoach.com
This publication is available online at www.governancecoach.com
Editor: Marian Hamilton

Credits
®

Policy Governance is a registered service mark of Dr. John Carver.
Concepts referring to Policy Governance® in this newsletter are drawn
from John and Miriam Carver’s published works, as well as dialogue on
their internet forum, conversations with them and personal experience
with the model. Material in this newsletter may be copied for noncommercial use as long as proper credit is attributed.

